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Abstract ─ This paper addresses a novel rotationally 

symmetric technique with multiple constraints for sparse 

conformal array synthesis. The purpose is to synthesis  

a sparse optimal common element positions on the 

conformal surface varying multiple patterns of wide 

angle scanning with the behavior of low sidelobe levels 

(SLL). The conformal surface aperture is partitioned into 

several rotationally symmetric sections. The element 

positions and element numbers of only one section  

need to be optimized, which contribute to the reduction 

of optimizing variables and computation resources.  

We formulate the synthesis problem as a constrained 

optimization problem, which takes the peak sidelobe 

level (PSLL) as the fitness function, and sets the total 

number of array elements, the minimum spacing between 

two adjacent elements to form multiple constraints. The 

Brain Storm Optimization (BSO) is further exploited 

into the synthesis problem with multiple constraints. A 

set of representative numerical examples are presented 

to assess the advantages and effectiveness of the proposed 

method. 

 

Index Terms ─ Conformal sparse array, rotational 

symmetry, wide angle scanning. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Differ from the synthesis of sparse planar arrays, 

conformal antenna arrays show unparalleled advantages 

of reduced aerodynamic drag, saved space, and wide-

angle coverage for applications in aircraft, missiles, 

naval ships and high-speed vehicles. With the wide 

application of array antennas in radar communication 

and electronic system, the number of array elements and 

corresponding complexity increase greatly, which cause 

great challenges to the limited platform space, the weight 

and cost of conformal array antennas.  

Many stochastic optimization methods have been 

presented for the synthesis of sparse linear and planar 

arrays, such as genetic algorithm (GA) [1], [2], 

differential evolution (DE) [3], [4] algorithm, Particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [5]. Recently, a 

series of synthesis techniques based on the sparse signal 

recovery theory of Bayesian compressive sampling 

(BCS) method [6], [7] and non-iterative approach named 

matrix pencil method (MPM) [8]-[10] are presented for 

the reconstruction of sparse arrays with desired pattern 

synthesis. Despite its success and efficiency, there are 

still many challenges for the synthesis and optimization 

of conformal sparse arrays. The inherent nonlinearity 

and non-planar directional anisotropy of conformal 

carrier surface lead to the inadaptability of the direct 

array pattern multiplication in the synthesis process. 

Most linear or planar array synthesis methods cannot be 

directly applied to the design of sparse conformal arrays. 

Recently, many techniques of GA [11], [12], PSO 

[13]-[15], DE [16] and others [17], [18] have been 

extended to the synthesis of sparse conformal arrays. 

However, a relatively new global optimization method: 

Brain Storm Optimization (BSO), hasn’t yet been 

applied in antenna and electromagnetic applications. 

Brain Storm Optimization (BSO), which was developed 

in 2011 by Shi, is a swarm intelligence optimization 

algorithm inspired by the collective behaviour of human 

beings in solving problems [19]. The application of BSO 

in different fields has shown to be successful [20]-[23]. 

But there is relatively few correlational research work  

for the design of sparse conformal arrays. To above 

stochastic or global optimization methods, they may fall 

into local optima and turn out to be relatively time-

consuming when optimizing large arrays with various 

variables of positions, excitations and even the number 

of elements. Moreover, it may only fit for the sparse 

synthesis of one fixed or shaped-beam pattern. When 

applied to the case of reconfigurable multiple-patterns,  

it also has the problem that cannot guarantee the same 

best distribution varying multiple-patterns in wide-angle 

scanning. It is a technical difficulty and challenge to 

realize fast optimization of sparse conformal arrays, 

which considers the influence of conformal carrier-

surface shape and element distribution on array behavior 

in wide angle scanning. How to effectively reduce the 

number of optimization variables is much more important. 

Conformal array antennas are usually mounted onto 

a cylindrical, spherical, conical, or some other smoothly 

curved surfaces due to aerodynamic or hydrodynamic 

requirements [24], [25]. The characteristic of rotational 
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symmetry can be also found in the carrier such as the 

hemisphere, cylindrical, the cone and so on. The rotational 

symmetry characteristic [26] was firstly exploited into 

the optimization of thinned wideband planar arrays  

with the reduction of computational complexity and 

suppression of peak sidelobe level (PSLL). But it hasn’t 

been found there are some researches of rotational 

symmetry technique for the optimization of large sparse 

conformal arrays. 

In the study, an effective and general approach is 

developed for the fast synthesis of sparse conformal 

array capable of radiating desired patterns varying 

scanning angles. The rotationally symmetry technique  

is exploited to accelerate the sparse conformal array 

synthesis process with the reduction of optimization 

variable number and computational complexity. The 

BSO algorithm is utilized to further improve radiation 

performance in wide-angle scanning by optimizing array 

element distributions. The constraint on the minimum 

element spacing and multiple-pattern performance is 

made to ensure finding the common best sparse element 

positions. 

The framework of the paper is organized in the 

following manner. In Section II, the problem formulation 

and the theory of the synthesis of sparse conformal 

arrays is presented. Numerical examples of sparse 

conformal array optimization demonstrate the validity of 

the proposed method in Section III. Finally, Section IV 

concludes the paper. 

 

II. THEORY AND FORMULATION 

A. Conformal array model 

Consider a conformal array of N elements located 

arbitrarily on a carrier surface as shown in Fig. 1, the 

total far field  ,F    of conformal phased arrays along 

the direction  ,   in the global coordinate system can 

be expressed as below: 

   
1

, , exp( )
N

i i

n n n

n

F E jk    


 r u ,            (1) 

where 2k    denotes the wave number, N is the  

total array element number. i

n  represents the complex 

excitation coefficient of the ith direction for the nth 

element, ( , , )n n n nx y zr  is the location vector in the 

global coordinate system and  ,nE    represents the nth 

vector pattern along the wave propagation direction u. 

 sin cos ,sin sin ,cos
T

    u is the unit vector in the 

spherical coordinate system.  

Since each element on the carrier surface has its  

own position and orientation, it is more convenient to 

first consider the field of each element in their own 

coordinate system and then transform the field back  

to the global coordinate system. The coordinate 

transformation is exploited to superimpose all elements’ 

components at the far field  ,F    in the global 

coordinate system (x, y, z): 
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, , exp( )
N

T

n n n n n n

n
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where T

nZ   is the transform matrix form the local 

coordinate system of the nth element to the global 

coordinate system, and  ,n n nE      represents the vector 

pattern in the local coordinate system. More details can be 

referred to [12] and [18]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Global and local coordinate system. 

 

B. The synthesis procedure of sparse conformal array 

In the paper, we aim to design an effective synthesis 

method to redesign an optimal array distribution of 

sparse conformal array while maintaining the 

performance of desired low SLL and a constraint on the 

minimum element spacing of avoiding adjacent elements 

too close, which further avoids the intersection of two 

actual array units. Moreover, the sparse distribution of 

array elements and minimum element-spacing constraint 

contribute to larger spacing between units than that of 

uniform array, which slightly reduces the mutual coupling 

of array elements. The multi-objective optimizing model 

can be formed as: 

 
 arg

max ( ( , ) ,      =1, ,

,      , 1,  and 

i

mn t et

SLL F Mainbeam i T

r d m n N m n

   

   

,  (3) 

where SLL represents the maximum sidelobe level of  

the total array pattern  ,F    and 
mnr  is the distance 

of the mth and nth array element. To avoid too close 

condition of adjacent elements, the minimum target 

element spacing of 
argt etd  is taken into account of the 

sparse conformal array optimizing procedure. 

Benefit from the conformal rotational symmetric 

technique, the element positions in only one-partitioned 

region is required to be optimized by the proposed 

synthesis method, which contributes to the effectively 
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reduction of optimization variables and computation 

complexity on large conformal arrays. The detailed 

introduction of 8-part truncated cone conformal array  

is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the rotational symmetric  

is partitioned into the whole structure with 8 parts  

( 2 / =2 / 8Q    ). Two optimizable variables of  

(
qr r R  , 0 q    ) are extracted from the geometry 

configuration, where qr  represents the radius of the 

truncated cone conformal surface and 
q  is the angle 

coverage of per-sector region. The coordinate of array 

elements along the z-sub coordinate can be got as below: 

q

q

R r
z h

R r


 


.                             (4) 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Detailed division of truncated conformal array 

with 8 rotational symmetric parts. 
 

The element position ( , , )q q qx y z can be easily got 

by the way above. It also fits for the cone conformal 

array. But for the hemisphere conformal array in Fig. 3, 

each array element distribution in the pie-shaped wedge 

can be simplistically expressed as two optimizable 

variables of ( qr R , 0 q    , 0 2q   ). 

Depending on the characteristic of conformal rotational 

symmetry and proposed hybrid BSO wide-angle scanning 

multiple-pattern synthesis method, the extension to the 

effective synthesis of large or ultra-large scale sparse 

conformal arrays becomes feasible with the reduction  

of optimization variable number and computation 

complexity to some degree.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Geometry of the rotationally symmetric 

hemisphere conformal array. 

 

To ensure the constraint of minimum element 

spacing dtarget, limits on the interval scope of qr  and  

q for each array element location in the pie-shaped 

optimized slice are firstly considered. Meanwhile, the 

neighbored elements in the neighbored slice are also 

considered to avoid placing two elements too close 

together. The planform of array elements on the rotational 

symmetrical carrier surface is shown as Fig. 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Consideration of element spacing. 
 

By using the constraints of minimum number of 

array elements, the minimum spacing between two 

adjacent elements and the optimizable SLLl in wide-

angle scanning, the fitness function can be formulated as 

below: 

  arg arg minmax( ) ( min( , )) ,    1, ,fit t t et t etf a SLL PSLL b d d d t T     , 

  (5) 

where SLLt ( 1, ,t T ) is the actual maximum sidelobe 

level of the tth pattern for the conformal sparse array in 

wide-angle scanning and PSLL represents the desired 

minimum sidelobe level. The constraint on the synthesis 

of sparse conformal array varying multiple-patterns is 

addressed by the proposed method. mind  is the minimum 

element spacing of the optimized sparse conformal array. 

A criterion is built by the fitness function of Eq. (5), 

which aims at constraining on the minimum spacing 

mind  among conformal array elements and suppressing 

the SLL of multiple patterns to the desired index. 

For the design and optimization of sparse conformal 

arrays, the variable parameters of qr  and q  ( 1, , Qq N ) 

for each element can be generated by the BSO method  

in each population and updated generation. The entire 

sparse conformal array is reconstructed by symmetrically 

rotating optimized conformal array element position in 

one part of Q-folds. The multi-objective optimizing model 

of Eq. (3) and fitness function of Eq. (5) is incorporated 

into a hybrid reformulation as: 

 

 

arg

min

max ( ( , ) ,      1, ,

,      1 , ,  ,

Q

i

mn t et Q

N

SLL F Mainbeam i T

r d m n N m n N N Q

 





  

      

,   (6) 

where NQ represents the element number of pie-

optimized slice. SLL is a relatively worst extraction from 

the performance of maximum SLL within multiple-

patterns in wide-angle coverage. The BSO is exploited 
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to optimize conformal designs to obtain deferent 

performance characteristics of conformal array far-field 

radiation patterns with fewer elements. It improves the 

probability of finding a solution by organizing ideas 

generated from a diverse group of individuals in the 

brainstorming process. It mainly contains three operations 

and a typical brainstorming process with optimizing 

steps is given as Fig. 5. For more information of BSO, 

the reader can refer to the reference [23]. 

 

Creating

processes

Termination condition 

satisfied

Randomly generate n potential 

solutions (individuals)

Cluster n individuals into m clusters

Evaluate the n individuals

Rank individuals in each cluster and choose the 

best individual as cluster center in each cluster

Generate new individuals as cluster center

Evaluate and compare, better 

individual is kept

End

Begin

Grouping

Replacing

Yes

No

 
 

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the BSO algorithm. 

 

The sparse ratio [9], [10] is defined as to account 

for the element saving of sparse conformal array 

compared with original conformal array: 

  100%
N N

N



  ,                         (7) 

where N’ is the number of optimized sparse conformal 

array antenna elements and N is the number of the 

original conformal uniform array element number with 

half-wavelength interval. 

 

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In order to evaluate the efficiency and performance 

of the proposed method, several representative examples 

are studied for the synthesis of sparse conformal arrays 

in the section. All of synthesis examples are executed on 

a Sugon computing server of Intel Purley X745-G30 

with 2TB RAM. dtarget of all numerical examples are set 

as 0.5. 

As the first synthesis examples, an effective design 

of a sparse hemisphere conformal array is presented by 

the proposed method. The initial 2 uniform spacing 

conformal array is composed of 7 circular ring sub-

arrays distributed on the hemisphere carrier surface with 

118 elements in all, see Fig. 6. 

 
 (a) (b) 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Uniform hemisphere array. (b) Left view of 

uniform hemisphere array. 

 

The radius of the hemisphere is 3 corresponding  

to the free wavelength at 2.45GHz. All elements are 

given uniform excitations. The hemisphere geometry  

is rotationally partitioned into 6 symmetric conformal 

regions. The optimized synthesis per region is designed 

to have NQ array elements with 2NQ optimizable 

variables, whose element of one symmetric part is 

restricted on the carrier surface region of ( 3qr  ,

0 2 / 6q   , 0 2q   ). The topmost unit remains 

motionless. The desired SLL is set as -25dB and iterative 

optimizing steps is set as 500 to ensure full convergence. 

argt etd  is 0.5. The design objective is to realize low SLL 

with fewer elements by only optimizing array distribution 

without excitations. Eventually, the optimized conformal 

sparse array reaches SLL of -25.45dB with a minimum 

element spacing of 0.51. The optimization time is 0.32 

hour. The total element number of optimized array is  

91 with sparse ratio of 23%. The optimized conformal 

sparse element locations are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and  

its top view is given in Fig. 7 (b). The array factor of 

optimized sparse conformal array is shown in Fig. 8 (a). 

The cut plane =26˚ of optimized sparse conformal array 

has the peak SLL of -25.45dB as in Fig. 8 (b). Compared 

E-plane pattern between initial uniform conformal array 

(SLL=-17.3dB) and sparse array (SLL=-27.8dB) is given 

in Fig. 8 (c). The PSLL of optimized sparse conformal 

array is far less than that of the initial uniform one.  

The proposed method can be also combined with the 

optimization of element excitations, not only positions, 

to realize lower SLL. 
 

 
 (a)    (b) 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Sparse hemisphere array. (b) Planform of 

sparse hemisphere array. 
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  (a) 

-25.45 dB -27.80 dB

 
  (b)    (c) 
 

Fig. 8. (a) Optimized pattern. (b) Cut pattern =26˚ of 

sparse hemisphere array. (c) E-plane pattern of sparse 

hemisphere array. 
 

Moreover, we vary the sector number Q to discuss 

relevant influences on the performance of synthesized 

patterns for sparse conformal array. The same array 

configuration is used. Though, the number of optimized 

sparse array remains nearly constant, different Q brings 

about different optimizable element number for one 

sector. Detailed performances of conformal synthesized 

patterns with different sectors are shown in Table 1, 

where the PSLL, and total number N are given. It is 

interesting to note that different sector numbers cause 

different effects on the radiation property of sparse 

conformal array. Though more sectors directly reduce 

the optimizing dimension of conformal array, but it is not 

linearly related to the better radiation performance. The 

top view of sparse conformal array element distribution 

with rotational sectors of Q=5 and Q=8 is respectively 

shown in Figs. 9 (a) and (b). The 3D pattern of optimized 

sparse conformal array with Q=8 is shown in Fig. 10  

(a). E-plane pattern and cut-plane (=138˚) pattern of 

synthesized sparse conformal array is compared with 

uniform conformal array in Fig. 10 (b), where the PSLL 

is marked with green line as -26.53 dB in =138˚. 
 

Table1: Investigation of rotational sector number 

Sector 

Number 

Q 

Element 

Number of 

Each Sector 

Total 

Number 

N’ 

PSLL 

(dB) 

   

   

   

   

   

 
    (a)   (b) 
 

Fig. 9. (a) Element distribution with Q=5. (b) Element 

distribution with Q=8. 
 

-26.53 dB

 
 (a) (b) 
 

Fig. 10. (a) Optimized pattern. (b) Cut pattern=138˚ 

and E-plane pattern of sparse hemisphere array.  
 

Table 2: Investigation of sparse ratio 

Total Number 

N’ 

Sparse Ratio 

 

PSLL 

(dB) 

  

  

  

  

 

To further verify the influence of different sparse 

ratios  on the performance of synthesized sparse 

conformal pattern, the array number varies from 55 to 91 

with the same initial conformal array geometry of the first 

numerical example. The rotational sector Q is fixed as 6. 

The radiation behaviors of synthesized sparse array with 

different sectors are shown in Table 2, where PSLL, 

sparse ratio  and total number N are listed. Though the 

sparse conformal array allows to have more freedom of 

element distributions to improve array performance, but 

not the less element number the better radiation behavior. 

The optimized sparse conformal array (N’=73) has the 

best performance of SLL=-29.91dB with sparse ratio of 

38.1%, where its E-plane pattern and top view of element 

layout is respectively shown in Figs. 11 (a) and (b). Then, 

with the increasing of reduced elements, the radiation 

behavior of SLL will be raised from -29.91dB to -27.09dB. 

The E-plane and H-plane pattern of the conformal  

sparse array ( 55N   ) is presented in Figs. 12 (a) and (b) 

respectively, its corresponding top view of element 

distribution is shown in Fig. 12 (c). 
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   (a) (b) 

 

Fig. 11. (a) Synthesized E-plane pattern of sparse 

hemisphere array. (b) Element distribution with N=73. 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
      (c)   

 

Fig. 12. (a) Synthesized pattern of E-plane for sparse 

hemisphere array. (b) Synthesized pattern of H-plane for 

sparse hemisphere array. (c) Element layout with N=55. 

 

Moreover, the comparison behaviors of synthesized 

patterns with other presented approaches of NSGAII [11] 

and PSOGA [14] are compared in Table 3. The proposed 

method has better performance of lower SLL in different 

sparse ratio conditions compared with the synthesized 

results optimized by NSGAII and PSOGA.  

 

Table 3: Comparison between SLL of the hemisphere 

array with different sparse ratio 

Number 

N’ 

Sparse Ratio  

 

NSGAII 

[11] 

PSOGSA 

[14] 

55 53.4 -20.1 -24.8 

67 43.2 -20.4 -25.1 

73 38.1 -21.1 -25.5 

91 23.0 -21.6 -26.1 

 
Moreover, the proposed method is further exploited 

to the synthesis of sparse conformal arrays in wide angle 

scanning. For the initial 2 uniform spacing conformal 

array, the equivalent antenna number on the hemisphere 

surface is 265 with nine circular subarrays; see Fig. 13. 

The radius of the hemisphere is 6 corresponding to the 

free wavelength at 2.45GHz. All elements are initially 

given uniform excitations.  

 

 
  (a)  (b) 

 

Fig. 13. (a) Uniform hemisphere array. (b) Left view of 

uniform hemisphere array. 

 

The optimized design of sparse conformal array is 

selected to divide into 8 symmetric conformal regions 

with QN  elements and 2 QN  optimizable variables per 

part. The topmost unit remains motionless. The elements 

in the fold are limited to the region defined by ( 3qr  ,

0 2 / 6q   , 0 2q   ). The scanning angle  

covers from 0˚ to 60˚ with 15˚uniform space and is 

fixed to be 0˚. The desired SLL is set to be -20dB. Firstly, 

the optimizable excitations of sparse conformal elements 

all set to be one. The sparse array reaches the SLL of  

-20.0dB with a minimum element spacing of 0.51 within 

the scanning angle from 0˚ to 45˚ upon 500 iterative 

optimizing steps, but the SLL of the synthesized sparse 

conformal array is –18.19 dB in the larger scanning angle 

of 60˚. The total element number of optimized array is 185. 

The sparse ratio is 30.2%. The optimization requires 

nearly 1.18 hour. 
 

 
     (a)  (b) 
 

Fig. 14. (a) Sparse hemisphere array. (b) Top view of 

sparse conformal hemisphere array. 

 

The optimized conformal sparse element locations 

are shown in Fig. 14 (a) and its top view is given in Fig. 

14 (b). The synthesized sparse conformal patterns of equal 

excitations in different scanning angle are compared with 

the patterns of initial uniform array in Fig. 15. The black 

lines are the main cut pattern of uniform array in different 
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angle scanning and the lines with the cross symbol 

represent main cut pattern of sparse conformal array in 

different angle scanning. 
 

 
 

Fig. 15. Comparison of synthesized sparse conformal 

patterns of equal excitations with the initial uniform 

conformal array. 
 

To further reduce the sidelobe level, the amplitude 

excitations of sparse conformal array elements are 

exploited into the optimizing procedure of the rotational 

symmetry BSO method. The synthesized sparse 

conformal patterns of optimized excitations in different 

angle scanning are presented in Fig. 16. The synthesized 

results of uniform array with equal excitations, sparse 

conformal array with equal excitations and optimized 

excitations are detailed-compared in Table 4. It can be 

seen that the sparse conformal array with the further 

optimization of excitations have better performance of 

the SLL under -25dB in wide angle scanning. 
 

 
 

Fig. 16. Synthesized sparse conformal patterns of 

optimized excitations. 
 

Table 4: Comparison between SLL of the hemisphere 

array in wide angle scanning 

Scanning 

Angle 

(,) 

Uniform 

Array 

(dB) 

Sparse 

Array1 

(dB) 

Sparse 

Array2 

(dB) 

(0˚, 0˚) -17.24 -22.15 -32.04 

(15˚, 0˚) -17.56 -21.46 -30.96 

(30˚, 0˚) -16.05 -20.64 -30.21 

(45˚, 0˚) -14.81 -20.05 -27.71 

(60˚, 0˚) -12.84 -18.19 -25.67 

Moreover, we vary the dtarget to investigate the 

relationship between sparse ratio and sparse conformal 

array performance in wide-angle scanning. The dtarget 

varies from 0.45 to 0.7. The minimum element space 

constraint of dtarget directly influences the sparse ratio  

of reconstructed array when fixed aperture. The larger  

the element space, the higher the sparse ratio. Detailed 

radiation performance varying dtarget  is shown in Table 5. 

It is not entirely true that the more elements, the better the 

radiation behavior such as dtarget=0.45 and dtarget=0.5. 

However, smaller spacing and more elements may make 

it easier to achieve lower SLL in larger scanning angle, 

e.g., 60˚. With the further increase of dtarget from 0.5  

to 0.7, the sparse ratio rises to 42.3%. But, the SLL 

behavior is getting worse especially in larger scanning 

angle, whose SLL is only -13.76dB in (60˚, 0˚)-scanning 

angle with dtarget=0.7. The sparse array distribution with 

dtarget=0.7 and its top view is shown in Figs. 17 (a) and 

(b). The synthesized pattern of sparse array in different 

angle scanning is shown in Fig. 18 (a) and its 3D pattern 

in 0˚ and 60˚ is presented in Figs. 18 (b) and (c), 

respectively. 

 
Table 5: SLL comparison of sparse array varying dtarget 

in wide angle scanning 

dtarget () 0.45 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Sparse Ratio 

 
24.1 30.2 36.2 42.3 

(0˚, 0˚) -21.36 -22.15 -21.02 -19.39 

(15˚, 0˚) -20.87 -21.46 -20.31 -18.77 

(30˚, 0˚) -20.16 -20.64 -19.24 -16.56 

(45˚, 0˚) -19.78 -20.05 -18.48 -14.98 

(60˚, 0˚) -18.96 -18.19 -17.25 -13.76 

 

 
 (a)  (b) 

 

Fig. 17. (a) Sparse conformal array of dtarget=0.7. (b) 

Top view of reconstructed sparse conformal array. 

 

With the synthesized sparse conformal array 

distribution Fig. 14 of above multiple-pattern optimizing 

numerical example, the reference flat-top pattern of  

[9] is formed as the desired objective to be optimized  

and designed by the proposed method. The SLL within 

the coverage of [ 90 , 30 ] and [30 ,90 ]     is set as  
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-30dB, the normalized Gain of synthesized conformal 

pattern fluctuates no more than 1dB up or down in the 

coverage angle of [ 15 ,15 ]   . The synthesized flat-

top pattern of sparse conformal array is presented in Fig. 

19 with 400 iterative optimizing steps. The optimized 

SLL in the designated region is -29.83 dB, which is close 

to the expected value of -30dB. The performance of the 

designed pattern in the fluctuant zone also meets the 

desired requirement, which is in the range of ±0.95dB. 

 

 
   (a) 

 
 (b) (c) 

 
Fig. 18. (a) synthesized pattern of different scanning angle 

under dtarget=0.7. (b) 3D pattern of direction 0˚. (c) 3D 

pattern of direction 60˚. 

 

Z

X

Y

 
  (a) 

 
 (b) 

 

Fig. 19. Synthesized shaped-beam pattern of sparse 

conformal array: (a) 3D view of flat-top pattern; (b) 

different cut plane patterns. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
A novel hybrid rotationally symmetric sparse 

conformal array design techniques is introduced in the 

paper to find the solutions under multiple constraints. 

Exploiting rotational symmetry not only provides a  

way to simplify optimal designs, but also accelerate the 

optimization of larger conformal arrays in the same 

computing resources. The problem size is reduced  

by only optimizing element distributions in a small 

conformal slice of the carrier surface aperture. Numerical 

results indicate that the proposed method can design 

sparse conformal arrays with lower sidelobe levels and 

suppresses grating lobes in wide angle scanning. In 

addition, we investigate the effects of sparse ratio on 

synthesized patterns. Further works will take account of 

the mutual coupling effects on actual conformal array 

elements into the synthesis and optimizing procedure of 

large sparse conformal arrays. 
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